
Writing task 1 (a letter) 

Write a letter to a friend who is visiting in your country the first time. Tell them the best time of year 

to come, what places they could visit and invite them to meet your family. 

Dear Ben, 

       How are you? I hope you and your family's good and I was so glad when I saw see your letter, 

especially when I knew about your decision. It's wonderful. I expect to meet you and your wife; 

moreover I will be glad if you accept to come to my home. In fact, my wife wants to know your 

family. 

       However, my country is very beautiful and it has deferent weathers at one time, it's very 

landscape in spring. I totally suggest, it's better if you come at first of April. At that time, the weather 

will be very nice and suitable to travel all around my county. In addition, lots of our historical places 

are located in the  middle of the deserts; therefore in other seasons it's difficult for you to have trips to 

those places. You can have a plan to go to Shiraz to visit some ancient huge palaces for of our history. 

There are some famous our poetries  some of our famous peots such as Hafez and Saadi, and also you 

can go to Isfahan where has wonderful religion places and beautiful carpets that you buy from its 

bazaar exist. 

      I look forward to your answer and then I and my family can plan for a travel with you together, 

because we like to visit those places again.  

Cheers, 

Kamal, 

 

 

Writing task 2 (an essay) 

Discuss the issue of media publicity affecting people’s personal lives. Some people think publicity is 

essential, others think there should be means of controlling publication of private information. What is 

your opinion? 

      In my opinion, Advertisement is major factor in commercial commerce; therefore, most of 

companies try to dedicate a part of their earning for this issue. In fact, people can choose to spend 

time for advertisement or not. On the other hand, media publicity gets that choice from people. It is a 

modern way for advertisement with new method according to developing technology and people can 

know about new products if the message is short. 

      Traditional advertisement can attract human to use a service or buy a good if human one sees that 

ads, but, modern media publicity such as sending SMS or telephone call collect new group of 

customers who do not like visiting advertisements. They know about new objects however, they do 

not spend time for visiting them. 

      On the other hand, people cannot have a chance to choose. They have to listen or read to some 

publicity. At least they must spend time to remove those messages or reject calls, therefore they lost 

lose their time. Different companies bombard people with their massages and it harms human privacy.  

     Furthermore, in that case, because most of people omit these massages, companies have to spend 

lots of money for productin order to produce a an interesting psychological massage with most 
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depththe deepest effect, then their cost are increased, so  they must increased  their price. It means, 

people must pay more money for new advertisement methods. 

    In summary, I believe, however, media publicity has lots of advantages, for instant instance; know 

people about a product directly or improve marketing, It cause human to lost lose his or her privacy 

and it is against of freedom. I totally opponent with this event, and I prefer to have privacy than to 

know about new issues. 
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